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Abstract 
Jodar, L. and E. Navarro, Exact computable solution of a class of strongly coupled Riccati equations, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 36 (1991) 265-271. 
In this paper an explicit computable solution in terms of data dimension for a class of strongly coupled Riccati 
matrix differential equations appearing in differential games is given. 
Keywords: Riccati equation, exact solution. 
1. Introduction 
When noncooperative control problems are tackled, a game-theoretic approach is necessary. 
Let us consider a two-player linear quadratic differential game defined by 
x’ = Ax + B,u, + B2u2, x(o) =x0, (1) 
with the cost functionals associated with the players 
/( ” xTQ;x + u,TRilul + u;Ri2u2) dt Xf=x(t,), i=l, 2, (2) 0 
where all matrices are symmetric with R,;, i = 1, 2, positive definite. It is well known that the 
open-loop Nash controls must satisfy [S] 
ui = -R;‘B,rK 1) !I$= -Qix -AT%, ‘k;(t,) = Kifxf, i= 1,2, (3) 
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where $ is the costate vector associated with the player “i “. When the transformation ‘k; = Kjx 
is introduced, for i = 1, 2, the open-loop Nash strategy (up, U: ) is given by 
UT = -R,‘B,TKi(t)@(t, 0)x,, (4 
where Ki( t), for i = 1, 2, are the solutions of the coupled Riccati matrix differential system 
K;= -Q, -ATK, - K,A + K,S,K1 + K1S2K2, K,(h) = K,,, 
K; = - Q2 - ATK, - K,A + K,S,K, + K2S1K1, K2(tf) = KIf, 
(5) 
with 
S, = BiRilB,T, i = 1, 2, (6) 
and @(t, 0) is the system’s transition matrix satisfying 
@‘(I, 0) = (A - S,K, - S,K,)@(t, 0), @(t, t) =I. (7) 
Due to the coupling the solution of system (5) is difficult to obtain. Numerical approximate 
solutions are given in [2]. An iterative algorithm has recently been proposed in [3]. For the 
particular case where Q, = uQl, a scalar, an analytic solution may be found in [l]. 
Note that the necessary conditions (l), (3), may be rewritten in the matrix form 
[j=[ ;;; 1; ;][ +\;j, %L;;r: (8) 
Now let us introduce the change of basis defined by 
[!;I _,[gl; T= [a % !], (9) 
for an appropriate matrix P in Rnx” to be determined. Thus problem (8) is equivalent to the 
following one: 
X 
I[ I 
X(O) = XI-J, 
w 7 w(h) = (K,,- P&)X,, 00) 
‘k2 %(G) = K,,X,. 
Note that if P satisfies the algebraic system 
PAT - ATP = 0, s, + S,P = 0, 01) 
then the coefficient matrix T-‘MT of system (10) is reduced to a block triangular form and the 
costate vectors w and \k, are coupled only via the terminal conditions. 
In order to study the compatibility of system (11) we recall the concept of tensor product of 
matrices. If A and B are matrices, we denote by A 8 B its tensor product and if M, N and P are 
matrices of suitable dimensions, then using the column lemma [4, p.4101, it follows that 
vec( MNP) = ( PT @ M) vet N. (12) 
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If S is a matrix in lRnXm, we denote by S+ its Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. If we apply tensor 
products in both members of each equation of system (11) we obtain the algebraic equivalent 
system 
S vet P=vec[O, -S,], S= I@A=-AAI 
I rC3ss, . 
Now from [7, Theorem 2.3.21, the system (13) is solvable if and only if 
SS+vec[O, - &] = vec[O, - Sz], 
and under this condition a solution of (13) is given by vet P = S+vec[O, 
2. Explicit exact solutions 
03) 
04 
Let us suppose we have a solution P of system (11). Then system (10) takes the form 
X' [Ii 
VI 0 x 
w’ = x(o) =x0, \k2’ __2__oL-i ;* ’ ’ O]i 1 W(lf) = (K,, - P~,,h 
where 
v= j _Ae, I>]. 06) 
Now let us consider the change t = t(s) = t, - s, 0 < s < t,, and 
a(s) = x(t, - s) =x(t), G(s) = w(t, - s) = w(t), Qs) = !P&, - s) = Y&(t). 
(17) 
Hence problem (15) may be written in the form 
Since the matrix I/ defined by (16) is Hamiltonian [S], there exists an orthogonal matfix 
M=(II~~~),~~,~~~, with Mij~R”X”, 1 <ii, j<2, such that 
T T2 MVMT= o 
i 1 T , Tk E RnXn, 1 < k < 3. 3 
From (18) it follows that 
(19) 
(20) 
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We consider the change defined by 
[ ;;;;I = A#;;]. (21) 
From (20) and (21) it follows that 
-$;I = -MVMr[;j;;] = -[ 2 
z(s) = exp( -sT3)z(0), 
y(s) = exp( -sT,)y(O) - iS exp((u -s)T,)T, exp( -UT,) du z(0). (22) 
From (20)-(22) we have 
exd-ST,) I -/Jexp((u-s)T,)T’exp(-UT,) du 0 0 exd-ST,) 
I 
XM I 1 i(0). Klf - P&f 
From (23) it follows that 
Z(S) = G,(s).?(O), I?+) = G2(s)Z(0), 
where for i = 1, 2, 
(23) 
(24) 
G,(s)= 2 (M: exp(-sTI)[M,/-M~(~Sexp(uTI)T,exp(-uT,) du)MZj] 
j=l 
+kfz exp(-sT,)MZj (K,,- PK~~)~? 
I 
(25) 
Note that G,(O) = Mr~kf,, + MZM,, + (Mr~M,, + M,?;M,,)( K,, - PK,,) = I; from the continu- 
ity of G,(S) there exists a positive number 6 such that G,(S) is invertible in 0 < s < 6 and from 
(24) one gets 
6(s) = G,(s)[G,(s)]-k(s). (26) 
On the other hand, from (9) and (17) we have 
‘&(s) =6(s) + P&(s) = G,(s)[G,(s)] -‘2(s) + P@*(s) 
and from (18) and (24) 
(27) 
Y@*(S) = exp(sAT)\i;(0) + (iS exp(AT(s - u))Q,G,(u) du]i-(0) 
= (exp(&L + iS exp(AT(S - d)Q,Gb) d~)[G,(~)]%~). (28) 
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From (17) and (28) and the relationship ‘k;(t) = K,( t)x( t), we have 
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K,(t) = 
1 
exp(( t, - t)AT) K,, + J”-’ 
[ 
exp(-~T)Q2G1b) du k%t~-t)l-~ (29) 
0 
and from (17) (27), (28) and the relationship !I’i( t) = K,( t)x( t), it follows that 
K,(t)={G~(t,-t)+Pexp(AT(t,-t))[K,,+~rr’exp(-uAT)Q,G,(u)du]} 
0 
X[G,(t,- t,]-1, (30) 
for t E [tf - 6, tf]. Note that from (29) and (30), K,(t) and K,(t) are related by the expression 
K,(t)=PK,(t)+G,(t,-t)[G,(t,-t)]-*, t,-86tttt,. (31) 
From the previous comments the following result has been proved. 
Theorem 1. Let us consider the coupled Riccati system (5), let us suppose that the matrices A, S, 
and S, satisfy the condition (14) and let P be defined by vet P = S+vec[O, - $1, where S is given 
by (13). Lf G,(s), f or i = 1, 2, are defined by (25) and 8 > 0 is chosen so that G,(s) is invertible for 
0 < s < 6, then the unique solution of (5) in the interval [tf - 6, tf] is defined by (29) (31). 
Proof. The existence and the expression of the solution is a consequence of the previous 
comments. The uniqueness is due to [3], for instance. q 
Remark 2. It is interesting to recall that the orthogonal matrix M, used in the construction of the 
solution of (5), as well as the computation of the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse S+, appearing in 
the construction of the matrix P that solves the system (ll), may be computed in a numerically 
stable way by using MATLAB system [6]. The integrals appearing in the expression of Gi( s), 
i = 1, 2, may be computed by using the methods given in [9]; these procedures are extremely easy 
to implement and yield an estimation of the approximation error. 
We finish with a numerical example that illustrates the computability of the proposed 
solution. 
Example 3. Let us consider the coupled Riccati system (5) where 
A=[_; -;]T Ql=[; ;]y Qz=[; ;]T $=[; ;]y 
The matrix V defined by (16) and the matrix M satisfying (19) are given by 
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and the block matrices T,, T2 and T3 take the form 
T2=0 and T3= 2 -I 
[ 1 0 -2 - 
Straightforward computations yield 
exp( -ST,) = ‘Osh 2s 
+ sinh 2s exp( -2s) 4 sinh 2s 
= . 2 sinh 2s cash 2s 1 ’ exp( -ST,) 0 exp(2s) 1 
From (25) the matrix function G,(s) is given by 
G,(s) = ‘Osh 2s I $ sinh 2s i sinh 2s cash 2s 1 
and its determinant is det G,(s) = a(4 + 3 sinh*2s) > 0. Thus G,(s) is invertible and computing 
one gets 
(G,(s))-‘= 1 
4 + 3 sinh22s I cash 2s - $ sinh 2s - t sinh 2s cash 2s 1 ’ 
for all values of s in the real line. 
Taking into account that 
exp(sAT) = 4 
[ 
1 + exp(2s) 1 - exp(2s) 
1 - exp(2s) I 1 + exp(2s) ’ 
from (29) it follows that 
K*(t) = 
1 K;‘(t) K;*(t) 
32(4+ 3 sinh22(t,- t)) K:l(f) J K?(f) ’ 
where 
Ki’( t) = (11 + 12( t, - t)) exp(4( t, - t)) + 4 exp(2( 1, - t)) + 20( t, - t> 
- 7 exp(2( t- tr )) - 6 exp(4( t - tf )) - 2, 
Ki*( t) = - 6 exp(4( t, - t )) - 8 exp(2( t, - t )) + 16( t, - t ) - 8 exp(2( t - fr )) + 22, 
K;1(t)=(1-12(tf-f)) exp(4(t,-t))+4exp(2(t,-t))-2O(tr-t) 
- exp(2( t - t,)) - 6 exp(4( t - tr )) + 2, 
K222(t)=6exp(4(t,-t))-8exp(2(t,-t))-l6(t,-t)-8exp(2(t-r,))+10, 
for all t Q t,. 
Now from (25) we have 
G,(s) = i sinh 2s 
and from (31) one concludes that 
K,(t) = 
1 K;‘(t) &yt) 
2(4 + 3 sinh22( t, - t)) K?(t) I Kp( t) ’ 
where 
K,“(t) = cash 4( t, - t) - sinh 2( t, - t) + 7, 
K,‘*(t) = sinh4(t,- t) + 8 cash 2(t,- t) - 3 exp(4(t - tf)) - 5, 
K:‘(t) = -cash 4( t, - t) - 4 sinh 2( t, - t) - 2 exp(4( t, - t)) + 3, 
K:*(t) =sinh4(t,- t) + 8 cosh2(t,- t) +exp(4(t,- t)) - 1, 
for t < t,. 
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